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Technology-based Business 
Development - background 

› A master of engineering study program at AU Herning founded in 2007 

› Dualistic thinking in business and technology 

› ”Mode 2” orientation – offset in problems and challenges to search for solutions: 

context-driven, interdisciplinary (Nowotny, Scott, Gibbons 2001) 

› ”Problem-based” instead of ”discipline driven” 

› Perception of technology as a managable construct 

› Perception of technology and social-systems as closely interrelated 
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Highlights of Technology-based Business 
Development 

› Broad understanding of technology 
› Product development (things), IT, manufacturing and production, transportation, supply chain, 

technology networks, green / cleantech, collaboration 

› Broad understanding of innovation 
› Finance, product system, product performance, services, marketing, channels 

› Cross-section of engineering and business 

› Broad understanding of development 
› Life-cycle management including end-of-life 

› ”Valley of death” management 
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EA relationship 

› The ability to jointly develop a business and technology perspective 

› Dynamic zoom from the strategic motivation down to the single artifact 

› Segmentation considerations 

› The idea of networked collation and interaction 

› The beauty of ideas of agility, assurance and coherency 

› The contextual freedom … applicable in any area  

› The infrastructural thinking of change and development 
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Considering a broader technological 
view of EA 

› Enterprise integration 

› Extended enterprises 

› Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) 

› Pervasive computing. E.g. a T-shirt as a part of an EA. 

› Grid thinking. 

› Temporal – spatial computing 

› Internet-of-things 
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Relevance of EA and Technology-based 
Business Development 

› Critical views on development of change 

› A different flavour of change management 

› Technological orientation 

› Management orientation 

 

› At a good day: Improving change plans before they go wrong by addressing 

both business and technology 
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Oddity of innovation 

› Nourish creation and creativity 

 

› When someone in the organisation starts to work differently than normal 

› Did Google go by the book? 

› Did Apple? 

› Did Nokia? 

 

› Continuous innovation – disruptive innovation 

 

› Most innovation is incremental 

 

› Most job functions dont need innovation – they just need repetition, perseverance, 

quality or hard work 

› Architecture for capturing and management (or rejection) of innovation 
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Architectural views on learning projects 
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Smart Grid as a study object 
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Content of the study program 

› Management of technology: Roadmapping, forecasting, innovation, knowledge 

management, IPR, implementation, … and EA 

› Organizing of innovation: Characteristics of organisational formation and 

creation 

› Strategy of business and innovation: Adaption, change, the long perspective, and 

strategy-as-practice 

› Method 

› Technological projects 

› Business oriented projects 
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Examples of student work 

› ”Integration of 3. world cell phone payment services with a clean water unit?” 

› ”New ways of wind turbine integration to the power grid” 

› ”Process integration and data coherency in plastic toy design / manufacturing 

with an eco-design approach” 

› ”Smart grid agent integration to industrial consumers using Ukranian offshoring” 

› ”The business opportunities of smart cities” 

› ”Integrated business continuity software in BRIC countries” 

› ”Management and business development of the Danish water infrastructure” 

› ”The relationship between knowledge management, EA and innovation 

perspectives” 

› ”Big ship pollution monitoring integrated to emission exchange markets” 
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Underpinning research (humble 
examples) 

› EA in telehomecare (Ref#1 see below) 

› EA of transportation networks (Ref#2  see below)  

› EA and smart grid innovation (Ref#3  see below) 

› EA of the entrepeneurial organisation 

› EA of retailing (Ref#4  see below) 

› Innovation and EA (Ref#5  see below) 

› Service science and EA 

› Feral systems – EA of the users makings 
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Technology-based Business 
Development and Enterprise Architecture 

› To sides of the same coin 

› Mutual learning 

› Broad thinking of technology in relation to EA 

› The desirable systematic of EA 

› Even more management in EA 

 

› Infrastructure as a key driver 

› Life cycles, conservative innovation 

› Valley of death management  

› Strategy-as-practice thinking .. ”the clever as-is architecture” 
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Question and comments? 
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Ref#1: EA in telehomecare 

› Tambo, T, Hoffmann-Petersen, N & Bejder, K 2012, 'Architecting for connected healthcare - a case of telehomecare and 

hypertension'. P Saha (ed.), in: Enterprise Architecture for Connected E‐Government: Practices and Innovations. Idea 

Group Publishing, Hershey, pp. 306-325. 

› The healthcare system is in many countries operated by the governments, and interaction with the healthcare system is 

one of the most frequent interactions between citizen and government. Demographic, medical and technological 

changes are likely to bring new aspects of connectedness into the everyday life of people and place healthcare and 

homecare professionals in new roles. A transformation is taking place where hospital best practices are constantly 

reducing patient’s in-hospital stays to alternative, less-costly care – notably at home. Telemedicine, telehealth, home-

monitoring and self-care are essential aspects of this transformation. Many issues are influencing this transformation and 

new barriers are showing up where others are removed. A broadly oriented enterprise architecture effort is presented for 

the underpinning of the change process. The architectural approach encompasses views of the citizen, the healthcare 

system, the information infrastructure and the citizen-oriented technology. A case of telemonitoring and selfcare is 

presented using mobile hypertension measurement on a large scale population cohort. Evaluation of the acceptance and 

success of the solutions is done within a combined understanding including technology, economy, organization and 

culture. 
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Ref#2: EA of transportation networks  

› Tambo, T 2010, 'Using Enterprise Architecture for the Alignment of Information Systems in Supply Chain 

Management' Journal of Enterprise Architecture, pp. 28-40. 

› Using information systems in supply chain management (SCM) has become commonplace, and therefore architectural 

issue are part of the agenda for this domain. This article uses three perspectives on enterprise architecture (EA) in the 

supply chain: The "correlation view," the "remote view" and the "institutional view."  It is shown that the EA in the domain of 

supply chain has to meet quite a complicated set of demands. Drawing strongly Doucet et al. (2009) attention is given to 

the consideration on practical alignment and assurance strategies between EA and SCM. A case of an apparel company 

with a global supply chain using a bespoke ERP system for the supply chain support is presented and discussed. The case 

outlines potentials for an enhanced alignment and coherence between management, business processes and underlying 

information system; innovation is led by tighter integration with business partners, higher versatility in the adaption to 

formal business requirements and compliance. The case study suggests EA with Information Systems approach can work 

as a platform of comprehending and planning the changes of an enterprise on its own grounds. 
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Ref#3: EA and smart grid innovation 

› Tambo, T 2012, 'Utilities’ Technology Management of Smart Grid Innovation and Implementation'. in: Proceedings of the 

First International Conference on Technology Management.Bangalore, pp. 1-13. 

› To create sustainability in society’s energy system, power producers and consumers need smart grid technology to 

balance among producing and consuming units. Smart grid makes up a host of specifications, unproven products and 

concepts as well as a strong and dedicated innovation process for utility companies. Few proven concepts exist, and with 

the prolongation, smart grid represents an excellent case of technology management. The current study uses a series of 

loosely related technological studies of smart grid technologies in SME electricity companies to highlight and characterise 

critical issues. Major findings are that the companies have limited capabilities in management of technology despite both 

strong push and pull, and they suffer from vaguely expressed objectives. 
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Ref#4: EA and retailing 

› Tambo, T 2011, 'International Fashion Retailing from an Enterprise Architecture Perspective'. E Pantano & H Timmermanns 

(eds), in: Advanced Technologies Management for Retailing: Frameworks and Cases. IGI global, PA: Hershey, pp. 105-120. 

› International retailing of non-food fashion products, as chain stores impose a particular challenge within EA as the same 

general infrastructure networks, brands, data, business intelligence and applications should work in multiple, semi-

compliant geographic regions. Generalised information system architectures are desirable. A case is presented of a 

fashion retailing organisation growing from 100 to 2000 stores with both fluctuant and long-term decision making, but also 

a strong international orientation. The case forms a base of shaping of the wider Enterprise Architecture (EA) for retailing. 

EA has significant potentials for innovation, improvement, enrichment and increased interaction between business and 

technology. Technology vendors are prepared for EA observations, but business seems hesitant: The IT inventory of chain 

retailing should be managed within EA; positioning the store in large international networks of chains encompassing 

marketing, supply chain, multi-channel concepts, payment systems and loyalty programs. Conclusively directions are set 

for a deepening of EA within retail. 
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Ref#5: EA, innovation and business 
development 

› Tambo, T & Bækgaard, L 2011, 'Managing Innovation and Business Development Using Enterprise Architecture'. Y Hosni 

(ed.), in: Proceedings of the 20th conference of the International Association for Management of Technology. vol. 1, 

International Association for Management of Technology (IAMOT), Miami. 

› Companies are traditionally facing constant challenges in prioritization and management of technology between short 

and long term. Competing technologies, market demands, supplier push, scarcity of resources, adequacy of skills, and 

shifting management priorities all affect potential outcome of well planned technological changes. Management of 

technology (MOT) addresses identification, selection, (long term) planning, designing, implementation and operation of 

technology based business development. Information Technology (IT) is a key enabler for a vast range of contemporary 

corporate technologies. In management of IT, it has become increasingly popular to use Enterprise Architecture (EA) as a 

method and supported by a series of formal frameworks. EA maps artifacts and motives against the business strategy. In 

this paper, MOT and EA are reviewed for their mutual potentials and issues. Two case studies illustrate how enterprises can 

make major changes derived from business strategy observing both MOT and EA. This suggests a combined view inspired 

from the IT business’ dedication to EA using EA’s formalisms and the management orientation of MOT to improve 

understanding technological change. This paper suggests further research in the use of EA outside of the IT domain, 

concurrently with identifying the core of MOT in relation the required supporting disciplines. 
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